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CATTLE TRACK TO KANSAS CITY

GREAT WESTERN TRAIL

cow boy (one of the “common” buildings of
the set-up) and immediately gets the associated bonus.

THE LIFE OF COWBOYS WAS REALLY A VERY HARD ONE!
Alexander Pfister is actually a very well know
game designer, after the success of some of
his previous games (Broom Service, Händler
der Karibik/Port Royal, Isle of Skye, Mombasa, etc.). And Great Western Trail is another
hit, in my opinion, as it combines a very
interesting theme (the Far West) with well
tested mechanics.

The components are sturdy and the graphics very nice: a square board depicts part
of the Far West with several paths (trails)
that cross the countryside before arriving
to the town of Kansas City. Each trail has s
certain number of “square cases” that the
players will later try to fill with buildings. Six
of those cases are an “obligatory passage”
for each herd and are filled with “common
buildings” at the set-up. In the top part of
the board we also see a railway connected
to Kansas City: it will be used to ship the
herds to some greater cities. The box also
contains 4 player boards, 150 tiles of different dimensions (and use), 92 cards “Cattle”,
28 cards “objective”, and a ... fistful of dollars
(do you remember Clint Eastwood and the
“spaghetti” western of the same name from
Sergio Leone? I could not resist this!). Please
note that in the first edition a tile for the “red”
player was wrong (same printing on both
sides) but the producer sent a replacement
one to everybody who asked for it.
The set-up of Great Western Trail takes some
time as there are many tiles to place on the
boards: Five “Station Masters” near the railway; seven “Common Buildings” on some
“gray” cases of different trails; 7 “Workers”
in Kansas City; seven hazard tiles or Indian
camps; etc. This number “7” of course will remind “white hair” readers like me of another
classic with Yul Brynner (The Magnificent
Seven), but this is probably a coincidence.
Finally, 13 “cattle” cards will be placed on the
bottom side of the board and the gaming
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table will look like the one of picture 2.

Each player will take a Cowboy, a series of
colored “building”” tiles, his deck of “cattle”
cards (same number and type for everybody) and the personal board on which
he will provisionally cover all bonuses with
wooden discs of his color; a wooden cube
is inserted on the special track on the right
of the personal board. Four player locomotives are placed in Kansas City station. Finally, each player receives an “Objective” card,
while four more are discovered on the table
as a reserve and with the remaining deck
(covered) aside.
Pietro Cremona
A good mix of known mechanics to reveal a very nice
game
The goal of the game is gain the most Victory Points (VP), by selling the herds in Kansas
City, reaching the best cities and/or stations
with the locomotive and building the most
valuable buildings. The movement capabilities of each Cow boy and the number of
cards that the players may take in hand may
change during the game, as we will see.
So ... how we play Great Western Trail?
1 - Each player, in turn, moves his Cow Boy
passing from one building (or hazard/camp
tile) to another, along one or more paths,
within the limit of his actual movement capacity (which is done in number of cases)
and following the arrows printed on the
board.
2 - Then the actions of the final destination
building tile are resolved
3 - And if a player spends “herd” cards during
his turn he refill his hand up to the maximum
allowed
On game turn #1 (and only this time) each
player may select the initial building for his

In Picture 3 you see the complete range
of Blue Tiles and a couple of “neutral” ones
(brown): the first of the latter (on the left)
gives you two coins for discarding a white
cattle card and allows you to hire a new
Worker tile, too. The second brown tile gives
you two coins by discarding a green card
and to build one of your buildings. The number on the top left of each tile shows the
number of “craftsmen” needed to build it.
The number on the top right states the VP
you will gain at the end of the game if you
built that tile.
Each player has an initial deck of 14 “cow”
cards as his original herd: Five Jersey (grey
“1”), three Dutch Belt (green “2”), three
Guernsey (white “2”) and three Black Angus (black “2”). None of them grants VPs
but if you look at Picture 4 you will see that
to get points you have to purchase other
“cow” cards during your trip to Kansas City:
and they will grant three to seven VP. Players shuffle their decks and pick in hand the
first 4 cards.

Before starting your long trip, it is important
to examine your initial “objective” card to decide which strategy to follow at the beginning of the game: in effect, each objective

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28
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card offers a certain number of VP if you get
something (an Indian camp and a station,
three herd cards, etc.).
Picture 5 also shows the personal board
that each player received during the set-up.
In the center, we notice an area with cases
used to host the new personality tiles that
will be hired during the game:
- Cow boys (used to reduce the cost of the
herd cards)
- Workers (used to build the most valuable
colored “building” tiles)
- Engineers (used to speed up the locomotive on the railway)

Around this middle area there are 14 square
cases covered by a wooden disc (again look
at picture 5). Every time that a city is joined
by the railway (or if a station is built) one disc
is removed from the personal board and
placed on the city, therefore it frees one extra bonus that the players may use later to
get extra money, permanently discard the
worst cards, change cards, move the locomotive, speed up the cow by or enlarge to
5 or 6 cards your hand. Your priorities often
depend on the “objective” cards received at
the beginning or collected during the game.
The players may decide to have a faster or
slower travel to Kansas City: this depends
simply on the number of intermediate stops
that the Cow Boy will do along the path.
Where to stop is decided by the player considering the number and type of actions
that he wish to implement: hire new workers, purchase or sell herd cards, build new
tiles, move the locomotive, take a new objective card, etc. Please note that you may
always stop on the common tiles, as well
on your own ones, and still perform the depicted actions, but if you stop your Cow Boy
on tiles of another player you may only do
a very limited number of actions (the ones
listed on the left side of your personal board)
Whatever will be the path or the length of
your trip, soon or later you will arrive at Kansas City to sell your herd, and here you must
perform the following sequence:
- Take one tile from position 1 (disasters or
Indian camps) and place it on the board
- Take one tile from position 2 (personalities)
and place it on the “job market”
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- Take one tile from position 3 (personalities
or Indian camps) and place it on the “hire
grill” (or on the board)
- Sell your herd (sub-action 4)
- Reach a station with your locomotive (subaction 5) and place a disc on it
Then the players fill their hands with new
herd cards taken from their deck, while their
Cow Boys are transferred on the opposite
corner of the board, at the beginning of the
trail, and the travel will start again on the following turn.
The “hire grill” is a sort of waiting list for the
different personalities to be hired by the
players: each row of the grill has a different
cost (from a minimum of 5 coins to a maximum of 10). The players may “purchase”
those tiles during their turn if and when
their Cowboy stops on the appropriate
buildings (common or colored). Note that
when the final row of the grill is completely
filled the game ends.
To sell your herd in Kansas City (sub-action
4) you have to “discard” cards of different colors (initially you will have a hand of 4 cards,
but they will become 5 or 6 along the game
if you free the bonus case, as we already discussed). The sum of the value of the different
cows is the total amount of money that you
get: typically, on the first arrival you will get
7 coins because you only have three different “value 2” cows (white, black and green)
and one “value 1” cow (white), but later you
may acquire value “3”, “4” and “5” herd cards
and your income will increase. You may add
to this total the value reached by the “cube”
on your personal board.
The mechanics of the railways (sub-action
5) are reminiscent of the game MOMBASA:
there is a line 40 cases long, but only the locomotives may reach its end. On the left side
of the railway you have ten cities (from Kansas City on case “0” to San Francisco on case
“18”) and these are the places where you will
sell your herds. On the right side of the railway you find ten stations and each of them
offers an increasing number of VP (from “1
VP” of case 4 to “9 VP” of case 40): the first 5
stations also offer a “Station Master” tile that
gives a special bonus to the player that purchases it.
To better clarify this point let me repeat
the mechanics: when you sell your herd in
Kansas City the amount of money that you
get also tells you how far you may ship your
“beef steaks”: with 7 coins, for example, you
may place a disc on Kansas City (case “0”),
Topeka (case “1”), Wichita (case “4”) and
Colorado Springs (case “6”). With 18-19-20
coins (this is the max income that you may
have if you sell the best cards) you may

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28
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reach San Francisco (case 18). All those cities are on the left side of the railway. If your
locomotive already passed those cities, you
may place one of your discs free of charge
on the selected city; if not, you have to pay
an amount of coins that depends on the distance between locomotive and city.
When you move your locomotive, you may
eventually decide to enter a “station” (right
side of the railway), pay the printed amount
of money and place one of your discs on
that case: at the end of the game you will
get some VP (from 1 to 9) for each station
with your discs. As you certainly remember
each disc placed on a city or station also
frees one case on your personal board, so
you are entitled to some extra bonus from
that turn on. Please also note that part of
the cities and stations are printed in black
and these are the only ones where you may
place your discs to free the black cases (the
most valuable) of your personal board.
When the “hire grill” is completely filled the
game ends and the players add the VP that
they acquired with objectives, stations, herd
cards, money, special tiles, buildings, etc.
The winner is the one with the higher total.
I liked this game very much and, in my
opinion, it is an improvement compared to
Mombasa. After more than a dozen games
we still did not find a “winning” strategy and
this is for me a compliment to Alexander
Pfister.
But, of course, we recognized three different
ways to play Great Western Trail: please find
some personal suggestions in the following
lines, but never forget to always look at your
opponents to try to react to their tactics.
The first is “the herd way”: to follow this
strategy you have to hire as soon as possible
2-4 Cow Boys tiles in order to purchase at a
reasonable price as many high value herd
cards as possible (at least a couple of “4”
and “5” and some “value 3” cards). Now you
have more possibilities to arrive in Kansas
City with a very good hand and therefore
to get a higher amount of money and this
will allow you to send your herd to the most
valuable cities (possibly San Francisco, that
offers nine VP for each disc placed on that
case). Of course, you also have to quickly
free the cases of your personal board that
let you keep 5-6 cards in hand so you will
be able to get more money and to sell your
herd to the most valuable cities.
The second strategy may be the “Railway
rush”: you try to push your locomotive as
far as possible in order to occupy as many
“stations” as you can. If you succeed you may
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arrive to 44 VP with the stations only. To do
this you need to get “2-3 Engineers” tiles and
then advance your locomotive 3-4 cases
each time that you use the related buildings.
You need also to free as soon as possible the
bonus on your personal board that pushes
the locomotive one case extra and those
that allows your Cow Boy to move quicker
(5-6 cases per turn).
The third way is the “building strategy”
where you have to hire 3-4 “Workers” tiles in
order to place as many buildings as you can.
This means that you will add a lot of your
buildings on the trails, thus slowing down
the movement to all the cow boys and
possibly receiving some fees from the opponents that transit on your tiles. Of course,
you will also benefit from the many extra actions that you may do stopping on your tiles.
We found that this is the riskier strategy, but
sometimes works well, especially when the
opponents discover too late that they cannot use any extra buildings because most of
the cases are already filled. Also note that if
you place all the buildings on the board you
may arrive to a max of 49 VP: not bad at all.
Of course, if you select one of those strategies you still have to keep your eyes well
open to profit of any possible opportunity:
sometimes getting an Indian Camp is interesting to get extra money (very valuable on
the first half of the game) that you may then
invest in some herd cards; or you may place
one extra disc on a station to free a new bonus; etc. Everything is OK if it gives you some
extra VP, but your main task will be staying
as much as possible on your “strategy path”
to avoid a dispersion of actions.
With each strategy, it is clear which are the
first and the best cases to free on your personal board (remember: you take out discs
from your board when you place them on
cities and/or stations near the railway). Each
player has his favorite cases and, in our tests,
everybody vigorously supported his choices, so I cannot give you a general “guideline”,
but only my personal preferences.
My very first disc is normally the one that
gives extra moves to the locomotive (paying
1 coin per case): this is also a stronger action
if you already hired an Engineer. The second
is probably the option to “permanently” discard one herd card from your hand: in this
way, you may lighten your deck (discarding
value”1” cards) to increase the possibility of
good sales in Kansas City (as expert players
usually do in any deck building game to try
to create a dynamic hand). Depending on
the selected strategy as soon as I am able to
reach “black” cities and/or stations I also try
to get the bonus that increases the move-

ment of the Cowboy and/or the ones that
adds 1-2 cards to my hand.
Finally, a short consideration on the “hazard” tiles: flood, drought and rock fall. Their
main task is to slow down the cow boys on
the “dangerous” trails as you must spend a
movement point for each of them. Players
must also pay 1-2 coins to pass through or
to stop on those tiles, a very heavy penalty
at the beginning of the game. But they also
offer 2-4 VP if acquired during the game. So,
if you see that a path is becoming extra long
or dangerous (because your opponents
filled it with their buildings) you may free
a secondary trail by acquiring hazard tiles.
And do not forget that some of those tiles
are also requested by a few objective cards.
This is a game that gives you a lot of flexibility and it is not so “demanding” in learning
time: all the players of our clubs that tested
it then wished to play Great Western Trail
again in the following sessions, so I passed
one month in explaining it to more than
25 different friends and many of them of
course purchased a copy of it. This, in my
opinion, is one of the best compliments that
a game may receive. þ
Pietro Cremona
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CLASSIC CYCLE RACE

FLAMME ROUGE
SLIPSTREAM AND WORKING FOR A LEAD
Cycle races are still a favorite sport in
many countries of this world, despite numerous doping scandals, due on the one
hand to the fact, that the cyclists, despite
maybe having forbidden substances in
their blood, are delivering nearly inhuman feats, and on the other hand due to
the sport itself being a strategically and
tactically highly interesting team sport.
If you have ever watched Tour de France
you know that the famous domestiques,
who work for other cyclists to be in the
lead and must close gaps, do not win
races. The team captains are the ones
who are meant to be the winners – and
they are the ones that hide most of the
time within the Peleton - the big, closely
packed sworm of cyclists – to save their
strength and attack at the right moment
to be a few centimeters in the lead across
the finish line. In nearly every race, runaway groups are forming who stay in front
of the main sworm for many minutes but
are usually caught by others within the
last kilometers to the finish line.
Anyhow, cycle races are popular longer
than yesterday. In the past, numerous
designers have tackled the topic, more
or less felicitous, let me just mention the
very ingenious Leader 1, published in
2008, its new edition Giro ‘Italia, or Um
Reifenbreite, which even did win Spiel
des Jahres award in 1992.
In 2016, the Danish designer Asger Harding Granerud has picked up the topic in
his first game and has named his game
Flamme Rouge. Fans of Cycle Racing immediately recognize by this name that
the game is a game on cycle racing, as
flamme rouge is the red flag that marks
the last kilometer of the Tour de France
before the finish line.
Up to four team managers may send two
racers each to the track. This track must
be put together from several track sections; the rules provide several suggestions for this. The total length of the track
is always the same, but you can place
mountains on various spots of the track,
which introduce a variable tactical element to the race.
Each player receives two different plastic
pawns in his color and the corresponding
cards for two types of cyclists: A Rouleur
and a Sprinter. The Rouleur, on average,
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has the higher cards, but the sprinter has
three Nines in his deck and therefore is,
at least in three rounds of the game, a lot
faster than the Rouleur.
As soon as all pawns are arranged behind
the starting line, the race can begin. You
shuffle the two cyclist decks separately
and draw the first four cards from both
deck. For each cyclist one card of those
four is laid out face-down, the other cards
are placed open-faced underneath the
respective draw piles. When such a pile is
spent, you shuffle the open-faced cards
for a new draw pile.
When the cards are placed, they are evaluated. The first cyclist in the current ranking on the track moves as many spots
as the card played for him indicates. The
other cyclists follow in order of their positions. The used cards are taken out of
play.
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always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential

Now, slip stream is taken in consideration.
For each cyclist, you check if the cyclist in
front of him is exactly one case ahead. If
this is the case, he and all cyclists in his
group may advance one case. A group is
made up of all cyclists who are connected
without a free case between them. As you
check for slip stream from back to front,
it can happen that a cyclist can advance
several cases for free in a round.
Then you check each group for the cyclist
furthest in front. Those cyclists must now
work on the lead and therefore suffer exhaustion in the guise of a card of value
Two, which is the worst card in the game.
It is placed into the deck of the respective cyclist and can or must be drawn and
played, as any other card in the game.
Thus, the deck gets worse.
The round ends after this.
In this way, round after round is played
until the cyclists have reached the fin-

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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ish. If you are first to cross the finish with
one of your cyclists, you win the game. If
several cyclists cross the finish line in the
same round – which is happening very
regularly – you win, if your cyclist went
furthest beyond the finish line. If there is
a tie at that point as well, you win, if you
moved first.
Such a race place quite quickly and lasts
about 30 minutes. Usually, the race gets
tight and comes to a thrilling head near
the end. This is the time when the clever
players reveal themselves who have parceled out their strength well and can play
the high cards at the right moment. As in
a real race, you can play the high cards
early and, in a way, run away and try to
win the race by being in front. If you want
to race within the main sworm, you want
to avoid being in the lead in the Peleton
to avoid exhaustion and then draw the
high cards late in the game and to pass
your exhausted competitors in a lastminute fly-by.

I was
enthused by this game from
the first moment. All the thrilling and
challenging elements of the real cycle
races are present, in a game, that is quickly explained and easy to play.
Markus Wawra
I am a fan of good race games. A race game is good
in my opinion when it has a relatively simple but
interesting mechanism and remains thrilling and
challenging to the finish line. Flamme Rouge, in my
opinion, is one of the best games of this genre, it is,
anyhow, the best race game that I did come across
over the last years. A clear recommendation from me
for all you are enamored with the genre.
The graphic design of game and rulebook, published by the Finnish Company
Lautapelit, leaves nearly nothing to be
desired. Only the visual differences to distinguish between Rouleur and Sprinter
pawns of a color was criticized by some
of my fellow players. I must admit, dis-

tinguishing them needs taking a close
look, but for me this was never a point
of concern and you can also paint the cyclist pawns easily and without problem,
which would be another way to solve the
problem. þ
Markus Wawra

INFORMATION
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Price: ca. 37 Euro
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Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple mechanism * Thrilling races * Highly
interactive * Nice components
Compares to:
Giro d‘Italia, Leader 1, Um Reifenbreite

My rating:

Other editions:
Currently none
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WORK AND LIVING SPACE FOR SETTLERS

DIE KOLONISTEN
MAY THE BEST SETTLEMENT WIN
Under orders from the Emperor, 1 to 4 players try to found a new settlement and to
settle as many colonists as possible there.
But those colonists not only want accommodation, but they also jobs, education
and so on. Over up to four epochs – starting and end epoch are up for selection and
determine the duration of the game – players send out their stewards to accumulate
wealth for the settlement.

At the start of each epoch, the instructions
of the Epoch card are implemented (lay
out tiles, prepare card stacks, etc.). One epoch comprises five years, and each of those
years is divided into a summer and a winter
term. In each term, each player has three
turns, so there are 30 turns for a player in
each epoch.

tion tiles are added. There are six different
types of locations: 1. Market – sell goods,
receive goods or special action. Prices, gods
and special actions change for every year,
that is, five times in an epoch. 2. Resource
places - receive new goods. 3. Sustainers –
Provisions like Food and Clothing can be
acquired or sold there. 4. Builders – they allow you to build a building in your own settlement, that is, place building tiles on the
player board. 5. Refiners- you can upgrade
goods, wood is upgraded to planks, clay to
bricks, etc., and 6. Others – locations that fit
into none of the abovementioned categories. You need to remember that you must
pay a fee to another player, if you want to
activate a case occupied by this player. This
is normally the only interaction between
players. Furthermore, you can only enter
cases that you are able to activate. When
you cannot do an action within your range,
the steward must jump to a market case
and choose one of the three action options
there – you can always receive goods, even
if you have to discard them if there is no
room in your own storage facility.

A turn comprises moving your steward by
one case to one of the locations on display
and resolving an action there. At the beginning, there are very few options – (see image 1 – set up), in each year three new loca-

A very special challenge is this game is
provided by the question of storage. Tools
and money can be stored without any limit,
but there is only limited space available for
building resources and provisions. Each

At the start of the game you select 4 out
of 9 possible colonies; the colonies influence the various aspects of the game and
can have a huge impact on the tactic for a
game. At the start of Epoch III a fifth colony
is selected, that is, if you play that long.

REVIEW

player begins with three pre-printed storage areas and one case of a Warehouse.
Additional storage areas and extensions for
the warehouse can be acquired during the
game. Production and Sustainer Buildings
can do intermediate storage in so-called
buffers, for goods provided by those building. Take care! Only goods in storage areas
are available to players for actions. Players
can re-arrange their goods, between warehouses, intermediate buffers or storage areas, but not within an action.
Carina Katinger
When you have worked your way through mountains of components and mastered the set-up, you
find a quickly understood, gut game of variable
length, that also works well as a solitaire game.
The core of the game is the extension of
your own settlement. Main aim of the
game is to construct as many buildings
as possible and fill them with colonists.
Accommodations give you additional
colonists, storage and production places
need colonists of the respective colors
to be used and to produce goods: Green
farmers are generated by farms and are
necessary for use in the Hunting Lodge
or the Forester’s House, where then wood
or food are generated. Yellow citizens that
live in accommodations, for instance, operate the theatre. There are also buildings
that generate money and buildings that
active special abilities. Not all buildings
are constructed directly, many of them are
upgrades that must be constructed on the
respective basic buildings.
The third option to extend your own settlement is called Diplomacy. With the location action “Diplomat2 you can in one of
the four or maybe even five colonies from
Epoch III, build up diplomatic relations and,
later in the game, extend them. Those relations offer various advantages to players,
for instance swapping of goods, additional
storage opportunities, acquisition of Improvements, greater range of movement
for the steward, etc.
After each player hat his three actions, the
current term ends; after a second such
term, a year ends. New location tiles for
the steward are laid out, and each player
can distribute his colonists at his likes: Yellow citizens and red Merchants, buildings
that are activated and work must be provided with food and clothing. Green farmers provide for themselves. All production
buildings produce goods and the next year
starts.
After five years, an epoch ends; if this was
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the last one that you wanted to play a final scoring is done. The money value of
all buildings and improvements is added
to your cash and the money value of the
working colonists. The most valuable settlement wins the game.
The first thing you notes with „Die Kolonisten“, is the huge amount of components.
381 tiles, 139 wooden pieces, 45 tokens,
180 cards and four player boards weigh a
total of 1.9 kg. If you have a chance, I would
recommend that you include at least one
player who already knows the game or has
at least taken a first look at the rules.
A big plus is awarded to the game for its
practical and handy box size, the box is
filled nearly to the brim with components.
A small negative mark is awarded for the
interior of the box, you need 19 plastic
bacs to begin to introduce some order to

the chaos. An inlay might not have been
amiss.
I must confess that I have not yet seen or
experienced a game over all four epochs.
A game covering three epochs and being played with four experienced players
took nearly five hours to play. I am therefore very pleased with the fact that “Die
Kolonisten” offers the option for a shorter
game, albeit the fact that the basic idea
of constructing and developing your own
settlement might not be fully exploited in
a shorter game. Even in the solitaire game
if one epoch 30 minutes are a very ambitious goal and you should definitely plan
for more time. I would also advise against a
game of four players, as the waiting period
between player turns (specialist speech
“Downtime”) will become too long. For
me, “Die Kolonisten” are a very good game
for two players, and this is also the point

to favorably mention the solitaire version
which is set up completely in the same way
and is played without a single change in
the rules. The aim in this version is to beat
your own score. þ
Carina Katinger

INFORMATION
Designer: Tim Puls
Artist: Klemens Franz
Price: ca. 70 EUR
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2016
www.lookout-spiele.de

PLAYERS:

1-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

240+

BEWERTUNG
Development
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
A bit lengthy * Lots of components * Good
solitaire variant * Variable playing time
Compares to:
Caverna, Agricola

My rating:

Other editions:
Mayfair Games (en), Cranio Creations (it)
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MAGIC MAZE t

HEROES IN A SHOPPING MALL

MAGIC MAZE
COOPERATIVE LOOTING

A warning at the beginning: If you do
not like cooperative speed / time limit
games like Escape, Vlaada Chvátil’s ingenious Space Alert or Zombie 15’, you
need not go on reading. Magic Maze is
not the right game for you, because in
Magic Maze it is not another player or
players who is your enemy, but the sand
timer. 1 to 8 players, my recommendation would rather be for to maximum six,
with fewer people you are really stressed
out, and with more it turns chaotic due
to lack of seating and too many hands on
the table, that is, in the Shopping Mall.
But what are we talking about? Our
troop of fantasy heroes, comprising Barbarian, Dwarf, Elf and Mage (what else?)
have been robbed of all their equipment
and so they want to equip themselves
afresh in the nearest Shopping Mall with
Sword, Ace, Bow and Phial. But they do
not want to pay for their equipment,
they want to steal it, all at the same
them, and then flee the building.
For this, each player is assigned - depending on the number of players - a
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certain action tile, which determines a
compass point direction (for instance,
North), in which the receiving player can
move all four heroes, but in this direction
only. In case of four players, each of them
receives one of the four compass points.
Furthermore, those tiles show additional
important action options: Use the escalator; Discover, what it means to reveal a
new shopping mall tile; use the Vortex,
which is a kind of teleport to quickly
reach the color-marked Vortex spaces on
Gert Stöckl
Finally, silence in a game, but full action on the table

the shopping mall tiles.
The four heroes - represented by very
common pawns like Ludo or Halma
pawns, in four distinct colors, are placed
randomly in the middle of the starting
shopping mall tile. According to the chosen scenario (currently there are 17 scenarios and I bet that there will be more
scenarios coming in the guise of expansions) you set aside a certain number of

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

REVIEW

the consecutively numbered shopping
mall tiles. Somewhere on those tiles you
can find the four equipment items for
our heroes and the respective color-corresponding exit cases. By the way, each
mall tile comprises a grid of 4x4 cases.
Before the three-minute timer is turned
over, players may discuss what they want
to do with the heroes as soon as the
game starts- this can give you valuable
seconds in the fight against the timer.
Then the timer is turned and you’d better be prepared, because:
1. From now on it is forbidden to talk.
Keep your mouth shut, even clearing
your throat or something similar is not
allowed.
2. You are also not allowed to point your
finger at another player to inform him
that it is high time that he did something
according to his available options. Staring at a player, on the other hand, is allowed. You can also place a rather big
so-called „do something“ pawn in front
of a player to inform him that an action
is expected from him.
3. All players play simultaneously. You
can probably understand, that hand injuries are possible in case of more than
six players.
4. Each player can move any of the four
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heroes in the direction given on his action tile or resolve the assigned action
option with any hero, if possible due to
the position of a hero - for instance, for
the escalator action the hero must stand
next to the escalator.

You cannot move a hero through walls
or past another hero; new shopping mall
tiles can only be revealed and added to
the grid by the „Exploration“ player, if a
hero is standing on an exploration symbol of his color at the edge of a tile next
to which no tile was yet added. At the
beginning, the maze is rather easily kept
track of, even in the heat of play, but the
bigger the grid gets and the greater the
distances between the four heroes become, the more difficult it is for all players to do all possible actions within the
time frame. It happens often that heroes
block each other in the narrow corridors
or that a player does not grasp the current necessary action.
If a hero is moved on one of the timer
cases, the case is marked with a Closed
marker and the timer is turned over immediately. Now players may talk again
about how to best continue, but only

while no player does an action. This triggers silence and meanwhile the sand is
running and running and running. You
can believe me - three minutes or multiples of three minutes - in case of cleverly timed turning maneuvers for the
timer - can be damnably short. Things
get worse from Scenario 3, because
now you need to hand your action tile
with direction and three special actions
to the player on his left when the timer
is turned over, and that means that you
are suddenly responsible for movement
in another direction and another special
action.
Sometime, finally, all heroes have managed to reach their respective equipment item, or not, in case the last grain
of sand runs down before that). If all
are at their equipment, the „theft“ tile is
turned over and signals, that alarm was
triggers, which means that each hero
must be taken to the exit in his color and
that teleporting by use of the Vortex is
no longer possible. In the general chaos
it can of course happen, that not all players have located all exit cases or have not
yet found the best way to the exit cases;
there might be several ways and then it
can get really comic, when some players
want to use one path and some others
want to use the other path to the exit.
In the later scenarios a few additional
special rules are introduced: For instance, only the Dwarf can pass through
certain „very low“ doors or spy cameras,
that are suddenly appearing on tiles, can
only be destroyed by the Barbarian. The
Elf might activate a better Exploration
option (two new tiles are added to the
Shopping Mall), and so on.

Conclusion: If you are looking for relaxation and peace in a game after a day
of exhausting work, you should choose
another game. If you are looking for action, fun, chaos and a definite challenge,
you have found the right game in Magic
Maze, because this game guarantees
a raise in your adrenaline level. All 17
scenarios that are included in the core
game promise fun for a long time, albeit
the basic principle and aim of the game
always being the same - to be fast, keep
everything under view, react correctly
and communicate silently by staring at
people. Magic Maze offers a refreshingly
different kind of board game, which is a
lot of fun, albeit not for each and every
player. þ
Gert Stöckl

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

1-8

Designer: Kasper Lapp
Artist: Gyom
Price: ca. 24 Euro
Publisher: Sit Down Pegasus 2017
www.pegasus.de

AGE:

8+

TIME:

5+

BEWERTUNG
Cooperation, time limit, simultaneous play
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very variable number of players * Hectic and
cooperative * Speed-driven
Compares to:
Escape, Space Alert, Zombie 15‘ or competitive: Mondo, 4 Gods, Captain Sonar

My rating:

Other editions:
Sit Down (de en es fr nl), Ghenos Games (it)
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MEA CULPA t

POPE LEO X WAS RIGHT, AFTER ALL!

MEA CULPA
500 YEARS OF REFORMATION

2015: 150 Jahre Wiener Ringstraße – 2016:
200 Jahre Emperor Franz Joseph – 2017:
300 Jahre „Empress“ Maria Theresia; all
those anniversaries have been and are celebrated with various exhibitions and many
new books on the topics, but a comparable
harvest in games was unfortunately not in
the cards; only on the first date named here,
the Austrian Games Museum has published a „print-and-play“ game, see http://
www.spielemuseum.at/wordpress/?page_
id=266).
But this year, there is also the commemoration of 500 years of the 95 Theses by Martin Luther on the topic of the (mal)practice
of indulgence. This event is of interest also
due to the fact that, up to the CounterReformation, more than half of the Austrian
population has converted to the Protestant
Faith.
Furthermore, there are - besides, only to
name a few, Lutherbrodt (Bread)“, „Lutherthaler“, „Lutherwasser (water) “, „Lutherwein
(wine)“, „Luther-Nudeln (noodles)“ (!) und
„Luthersocken (socks)“ (!!) - even more
game novelties, among them the two “official” games “Luther - Das Spiel (by Erika
& Martin Schlegel, Kosmos” and “Martin
Luther - Das Quiz!” (by Peter Neugebauer,
HUCH! & friends). The experience of game
play in both of them unfortunately resembles too closely the (sinister) protestant
clichés of joyless diligence, fun free parsimony, scant frugality, scrupulous conscientiousness or anti-hedonic renouncing
of luxury; insofar, the topic could be said

to have been perfectly implemented, but
one fears that additional games are played
in 2046 (the year of the next 500 years anniversary).
Harald Schatzl
The “unofficial” game on the Luther Anniversary
(1517-2017) is a tactical role selection and auction
game with an original, witty topic. Unfortunately,
some not really intuitive and cumbersome rule
details make access difficult, so that probably only
experienced players with frustration tolerance will
be able to handle the game without problems; but
those players could be put off by the somewhat
chaotic and difficult to plan course of the game.
„Mea Culpa“ approaches the topic in a
pleasingly different way: In this game, play
not only takes us back 500 years, we must/
may also endure the daily life in those days.
In earlier days, all was not only better, but
also a lot simpler and easier: You sinned,
bought Letters of Indulgence and ascended to heaven - that was, in those times, the
unholy trinity of a fulfilled life. Unfortunately, not only Martin Luther, but later also the
Catholic Church, did forbid the trade in Letters of Indulgence; will all of us poor sinners
now have to rot in hell?
At least one of us can be spared this fate,
provided that this player acquires sufficient
amounts of - yes, correct - Letters of Indulgence. Those letters are even available in
four colors, each letter is worth one point,
but each complete set is worth eight points!

REVIEW

The victory points track not only shows us
the current ranking, but also our destination: One direction leads towards heaven,
the other one to hell! So, it is no wonder
that more and more beads of sweat appear
on our brow, as at least visually you seem
to fill the hellish tortures getting hotter
and hotter, because during a game we all
collect only and exclusively penalty points,
that is, additional steps towards hell.
As regards to game mechanics, the - in the
end only solitaire - Redemption Work uses
the auctioning of four roles - which are
Pope, Emperor, Merchant and Petty Sinner at the start of each round. For this, you need
to use your own coins thriftily and sparsely,
and you also use two more “currencies”, represented by notches on the respective tally
sticks and “Sin Stones”. The tally sticks in
this game are six-sided and elongated (on
the torture rack?) dice, unfortunately made
from cardboard and not really made from
wood; this chosen shape, of course, is a very
generous and loose interpretation of a tally
stick. Paradoxically, only the player who has
most notches on his tally stick after those
auctions may keep the additional coins
bid by him. Ties are always - and also in this
case - resolved in favor of the player whose
victory marker is currently nearest to the
gates of hell. Would that not be an incentive for maximum “tally stick investment”?
No, because your tally stick account is also
credited with other, very valuable actions
and you cannot use more than six tally stick
notches per player and round; furthermore,
a too generous handling or spending of
those notches can result in additional penalty points, that is, steps towards hell for a
player.
The only four different main action are, basically, the same for all: Buy goods or red/
green Letters of Indulgence, sell Goods to
earn money with those sales, donate goods
or money for the building of churches (in
order to be rewarded later with additional
Letters of Indulgence, especially blue ones)
or even visit a House of Pleasure (!). There
not only the “Luther Noodle” is served up
al dente, but we can activate event cards
offering advantages for ourselves or disadvantages for the other players; furthermore,
the House of Pleasure is the only location
where the yellow - with a tendency of being the most valuable ones - Letters of Indulgence - are available.
As is to be expected, each role also offers
another special advantage:
The Petty Sinner may visit the House of
Pleasure at the start of the round and must
pay less for this action than the other roles.
The disadvantage of this is, that a round can
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be over, before the Petty Sinner can resolve
his second, and in some cases even his first,
min action.
The merchant may take a good or a red/
green Letter of Indulgence for free after
each of his own actions.
The Emperor, on the one hand, has influence on the decision on which of the three
building sites construction of the church
is continued (only two of the churches are
completed at the end of the game); and on
the other hand, he can donate two goods
at the same time, which can be very valuable towards the end of the game, as you
might be left with your hoarded acquisitions which will be completely useless in
heaven as well as in hell.
And the Pope can even visit he House of
Pleasure - and the six cases available there
- for free, at least theoretically; but players
have then the opportunity to bet on or
guess his actual choice. When they suc-

ceed, the Pope player has to pay more than
the common people!
The attractive design of components lets
you expect a quick and fun family game
with mature teenagers, but this first impression is wrong. Not only are there some
- at the start not really intuitive - rules details as well as adhering to exceptions from
the exceptions, the course of the game can
be frustrating, too.
You donate properly at the various churches only to realize in the evaluation that you
only achieved third rank in donations and
therefore do not receive any award or additional Letters of indulgence.
Or you have invested lots of energy in a
certain category of donations and then
find out that, for the reward you achieved
with this, maybe even less then half of your
donations would have been enough.
In some ways, this can be avoided by a
cleverer way to play by paying more attention, but it is very hard to keep track of
where and how much the other players
have already donated. On the other hand,
those surprise effects and the “chaos” that
can be only partially planned or controlled,
contribute a sizeable part to the allure of
the game, provided you are prepared to
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get into is.
Really adverse consequences - in individual
cases - can, for instance, result in the activation of a certain House of Pleasure card,
which allows the current Pope to steal a
yellow Letter of Indulgence. Those yellow
Letters of Indulgence can, in fact, result in a
difference of plus/minus five points, which
is quite a lot in this context. You might try
to prepare for that threatening misfortune
during the auctioning of the roles, but this
misfortune will usually not visit the player
in the lead but rather a player who currently does not have enough money to give a
higher bid and who maybe suffers destruction of his only set. Of course, you can also
get a nasty, frustrating surprise during or
after the auction phase, all is possible and
ranges from much too much to a near miss.
Generally, the variable end of a game which happens after the completion of the
second church, can please; but in reality,
this can mean a duration of nine to eleven
rather repetitive rounds, which feels too
long for the allure offered in the rounds.
Unfortunately, there are some inexplicable
deficits in the components: Letters of Indulgence can run out, and the rules do not
offer any clue or instruction how to resolve
such an event - I cannot imagine that this
restriction was a conscious decision, I tend
to believe that, before production, someone forgot to count or to plan a safety margin. The rules summaries printed on the
screen for each player, are not a satisfactory solution, because the can only be read
well when you are on your knees in a penitent’s position - but maybe this effect was
intended! The screens should therefore be
better used as a rules summary, laid out flat
on the table, and you should borrow some
screens from another game. It is, however,
impressive, which stable shapes, similar to

a box of matches with two chambers, can
be crafted from thin cardboard. A very positive mentioning is due to the implementation of the fresh and unusual topic: This
was done in a very harmonious and witty
way, so that “Mea Culpa” is also suitable for
an individual, original gift on occasion of
a confirmation, supported by the fact that
the graphics of the board are designed like
a watch þ
Harald Schatzl

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Rüdiger Kopf, Klaus Zoch
Artist: Franz Vohwinkel
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2016
www.zoch-verlag.com

2-4
AGE:

14+
TIME:

90+

BEWERTUNG
Auction, collect, build
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute satirical implementation of a fresh
topic * Good mix of tactic and non-planning
* Deficits in components * Not recommended for two * Duration can appear too long
* Frustration with game play is possible
Compares to:
Other role selection and auction games
Other editions:
Currently none

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

My rating:
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ARE YOU CHICKEN?

WHO IS NOT YET FALLING OFF THE CLIFF?
You want to get as near to the
cliff, that is to number 5, without falling off. The game comprises 103 Run cards, 15 x 0, 55
x 1, 28 x 2 und 5 x 3. Those cards
are shuffled together with 7
Action cards, which have values of 0-1-2-2-3-3-3. A dealer is
determined. Then each player
is dealt a card and displays it
open-faced. In round 2, each
player draws a card and puts it

8

face-down to the right of the
open card. Then all players are
active in turn, beginning with
the dealer, and decide if the
want to draw a card, lay it down
face-down at the right-most
position in the row and reveal
the previous card in the row or
if they pass. When the then visible total sum is higher than 5,
you have lost the round immediately and immediately lose

AVENTURIA DAS KARTENSPIEL

DAS SCHWARZE AUGE
Conflicts in the universe of
Aventuria, players are permanently confronted with new
challenges. In the Duel mode,
you want to improve your hero
– a Dwarf blacksmith, a Sorceress, a Half-Elf jester or an Elf – by
tactical play of action cards and
to reduce the life points of opponents to zero by attacking
them. In a turn, you first resolve
start-of-turn effects draw cards

www.gamesjournal.at

and reactivate exhausted cards.
Then you play stamina cards
and then action cards or attacks
– attack results are determined
by dice – and pay with stamina.
For some of the cards, you need
to comply with conditions set
by the cards before you can use
the card effect. If a trial must be
mastered, the result is, as in skirmishes, determined by a dice
roll. Finally, you check your hand

points on the scoring table, according to the number of open
cards in your row, too. The last
card you drew goes back to the
draw pile. When all have passed,
all players reveal all their cards whoever now has a total of 5 or
less on the most cards and on
more cards than the dealer, wins
the round and scores. The dealer
scores, when another player has
5 or less with the same number
of cards or fewer cards than the
dealer. Action cards in your row
are number cards; if you have
5 or less points, you can keep
them for the next round and use
them for action cards to influence your total. If you score 20
points, you win; with -20 points,
you have fallen off the cliff for
good and are out of the game.
No risk, no fun - cute, fast and
lots of fun for betting souls! Cautious play and passing alone will
not get you anywhere, because
you must top the dealer’s card
count to win. þ

INFORMATION

for the limit of seven cards, discard cards, if necessary, and end
your turn.
If you gained some experience with mechanisms and
the variety of cards by playing
in Duel mode, you can then
play the cooperative adventure
mode, in which players want to
achieve certain results together
and support each other in skirmishes. In the adventure mode,
players can assemble their own
hero deck from all available
cards. The turn sequence is the
same as in the Duel mode, there
is also use of Fate points, special
abilities, free actions and others.
The rules also provide a short
adventure and the adventure
„Das Erbe von Wildenstein“.
Das Schwarze Auge is still the
best-known and most successful fantasy role playing system
in German, the Land of Aventuria and his characters are wellknown, as are the mechanisms,
which are perfectly implemented in the card game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-5

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Tsuyoshi Hashiguchi
Artist: Sayuri Goto
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Gallery Ouchi 2016
www.japonbrand.myshopify.com

BEWERTUNG
Risk, betting
Users: For families
Version: jp
Rules: jp de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard game mechanism
* Rules well formulated *
Outbidding the dealer is
essential
Compares to:
All risk/stop games with
card value limit
Other editions:
Gallery Ouchi (de en fr)

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

90+

Designer: L. Zach, M. Palm
Artist: Schäkel, Lonsing, Team
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Ulisses Spiele 2016
www.ulisses-spiele.de

BEWERTUNG
Fantasy, adventure
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Card game in the DSA
universe * Standard fantasy
adventure mechanisms *
Plays well in solitary mode,
too
Compares to:
Fantasy adventure games
Other editions:
Currently none
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CARCASSONNE JUNIOR

ANIMALS, PATHS, CHILDREN
On the 14th of July, the day of
the national holiday in France,
sheep, hens and cows are traditionally let loose. The children
of Carcassonne have fun in
catching them again. This nice
background story ties the card
graphics to the mechanisms of
this variant of Carcassonne for
children. The children on the
tiles are depicted in player colors, running after animals and

4

catching animals.
All 36 big, square landscape tiles
show meadows and paths, as in
the original game, and there are
also ponds and bridges across
water and ditches as well as
houses and other walled-in
dwellings, paths end at these
buildings. As in the original,
cards are stacked face-down in
several stacks. There is, however,
no starting tile, you simply turn

CHIMÈRE

THE REALM NEEDS A MASCOT!
The king wants a new mascot for
his realm and charges magicians
with creating a marvelous chimera for him. Over three years,
they compete in four tournaments per year for the chimera
that fits the seasonal requirements best. Each player has a
board for each season; cards
for animal heads, bodies and
tails are shuffled separately and
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stacked, sheep side up. In every
year, one main and one secondary contest tile for each tournament determine the name, the
skills in demand - for instance,
beauty and aggression - and the
victory points for the chimera in
first and second place. All players draw animal cards from any
stack, simultaneously, and place
them on one of their own or on

up a card from any stack for a
starting card.
In you turn, you select a stack,
turn up the top card and add
it to the display, next to a card
already there and with corresponding edges to continue a
path. When a path is completed,
all players check the path and
place a meeple on the path, if
a child in their color is depicted
on the path. Whoever is first to
place all his meeples, wins.
An easy and very simplified version for children, the graphics
are enchanting and very detailed; children are depicted in
varying positions on the paths,
running after animals as told in
the story. The mechanism is very
easy and simple; after an explanation of the principle - paths
must be continued and you can
only put a meeple of your color
on it, when the path ends on
both sides or loops in a circle children can easily play alone. A
very nice introduction into the
Carcassonne universe. þ

INFORMATION

an opponent’s season board. An
animal part that has been placed
cannot be put back or relocated
at that stage of the game. When
all boards are filled, you can swap
parts between animals on your
own board. A correct chimera
has head, body and tail of three
different animals; if you could
not manage that you must turn
over one of the parts of the same
animal to the sheep side. Then
chimeras are compared for each
season and score for meeting the
demands of main and secondary
contest. If you finished first, you
receive a Queen’s Award and assign it to one of your chimeras/
seasons; at the end of the year all
vote on the chimeras of that season and the winner of the vote
scores two points.
In the advanced game, Extraordinary Gifts of animals come into
play.
Set collecting de luxe, with enchanting graphics and simple
rules; the mechanisms work well
and the optimization of chimeras demands quick assessment
of and quick reactions to animal
parts you draw. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

30+

Designer: M. Teubner, K. Wrede
Artist: Rolf Vogt
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Hans im Glück 2017
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Tile and meeple placement
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de many languages
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of Die Kinder
von Carcassonne * Nice
adaptation of the original
* Good introduction to the
game mechanism
Compares to:
Die Kinder von Carcassonne, all
tile placement games with edges
correlation
Other editions:
In many languages, based on the
2009
edition

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Hennion, Leclercq
Artist: Biboun
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Game Flow 2016
www.blackrockgames.fr

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: fr
Rules: en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fantastic graphics * Good,
simple rules * Quick
assessment and reaction
necessary
Compares to:
Set collection games
Other editions:
Ghenos Games (it), Last Level (es),
both announced

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

DIAMANT / DRAGOONIES t

DIAMANT

MORE GEMS OR LEAVE THE CAVE?
Explorers set out to find treasures in the five Tacora caves.
Each player begins with a treasure chest and two decision
cards for turning back or advancing. Then you reveal card by
card for the first cave - in case of
a gem card the indicated games
are distributed evenly among all
players present, an eventual rest
remains on the card; relic cards

8

are laid out; danger cards are
harmless, when the first card of
a kind - there are five different
traps - is revealed; but when the
second card for a type of danger is revealed, all explorers flee
without booty. After each card,
players decide by face-down
selection of a card if they turn
back or advance deeper into
the cave. If you turn back, you

DRAGOONIES

COINS FOR FAST REACTIONS
To receive a share of the dragon
treasure you need to find the
right dragon tiles quickly. You
have two dragon tiles of a color;
16 dragon tiles are laid out in a
circle, showing three characteristics - color, number of dragon
horns and a dragon item. The
dragon tiles for five colors show
neither horn nor item; 11 dragons are white and vary in items

www.gamesjournal.at
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and number of horns. All play
simultaneously: One player
names a number between two
and six and sets down as many
search cards into the circle of
dragon tiles. All search for the
characteristic that is visible most
often on the search cards. when
you find it such a characteristic,
you place one of your dragons
on the respective dragon tile;

receive all the gems left on cards
and - if you are alone - also the
relic cards and put your booty
into the chest or next to the
chest. When several players turn
back at the same time, gems
from each card on the way back
are again evenly distributed or
left on the card, relics are not
taken.
When all explorers have returned or did flee, the next expedition is prepared; a pair of
revealed identical danger cards
t is discarded. After five such
expeditions you win with most
gems in your chest and from
relic cards; five rubies are worth
one diamond, you can swap rubies for diamonds any time.
In the new edition, the thrilling game has stayed the same;
again, the bluff element is negligible, the stop/risk element is
dominant as is the fun in betting and the risk, determined
by chance. The game is best
with five or more players, as this
reduces the danger of people
quitting too early and thus rather boring games. þ

INFORMATION

there can be several correct solutions.
Only one dragon per tile is allowed; you can place your dragons on two different tiles, but
you cannot relocate a dragon.
If you placed a dragon correctly,
you receive a dragon coin; if
you placed it wrongly, you must
discard a dragon coin. Then the
search cards are set aside and
new ones are displayed for the
next round. If you own seven
dragon coins, you win.
In a variant, you shuffle two Super Search cards into the stack of
search cards. If they are revealed
you need to find the characteristic that is not represented on
the search cards; there can also
be several correct solutions.
Dragoonies is a simple and
quick game, and yet a bit challenging, as you need to take a
close look at the dragon items
with the white dragons. And
remember, there is always only
one dragon tile that fits, but
there can be ties in the numbers
of characteristics. A nice game
for children and families, too. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: A. R. Moon, B. Faidutti
Artist: Paul Mafayon
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Iello 2017
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Risk/stop decision, collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Unchanged mechanisms *
More Risk/Stop than Bluff *
Decision based on chance
and risk * Purely chance
and risk decisions
Compares to:
Stop/risk games, first edition of
Diamant
Other editions:
Iello (en, fr), Devir (es), uplay.it (it)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: V. Fourcade, J. Mars
Artist: Paletti-grafik
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2017
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Spot characteristics
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cz de en fr it hu sk pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice implementation of
familiar mechanisms *
Simple rules * Variant with
Super Search cards * Nice
family game, too
Compares to:
All reaction games on card characteristics
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u DVONN / ESCAPE ROOM DAS SPIEL

DVONN

CONNECTING STACKS TO RED PIECES
Game #4 in the original Gipf
project, and also in its new edition at HUCH! The game features 23 white and 23 black
ring-shaped pieces, plus two
red Dvonn pieces for White and
one for Black. Each player sits in
front of the nine intersections
facing him on one of the long
sides of the horizontally laidout board. You need to control

stacks and keep them in contact
with Dvonn pieces.
In Phase One, players alternate
to place pieces on free crossings, Dvonn pieces are placed
first. Then, in Phase Two, players
alternate turns to form stacks.
You can only move pieces of
your own dolor, the top color in
a stack controls the stack. An entire stack moves as many steps

ESCAPE ROOM DAS SPIEL

COOPERATIVE BREAKOUT
In accordance with all Escape
Room scenarios you are „imprisoned“ and need to master
tasks to „escape“. Each of the
four adventures – Prison Break,
Virus, Nuclear Countdown and
Temple of the Aztec – presents
the players with varying challenges. Every adventure comprises three parts and each part
is competed with a code using

16
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four out of 16 possible keys,
which is entered from left to
right into the Chrono Decoder.
This decoder is switched on and
the time of 60 minutes begins
to run when you press “start” after having read the introductory
text and after opening the envelope for the actual part of the
adventure. Each detail on information and materials provided

as it contains pieces, regardless
of their color. A move can never
end on an empty intersection
and a stack cannot change direction with a move and moves
over empty and occupied intersections. You cannot move a
single Dvonn piece, but stacks
or pieces can be moved on top
of a Dvonn piece and then the
Dvonn piece moves with the
stack. Stacks or pieces, that are
not directly or indirectly, regardless via which color, connected to one or more Dvonn
pieces, are taken off the board,
regardless of who they belong
to or whose turn it is. A single,
isolated Dvonn piece remains
on the board, it is always in contact with itself. If a player cannot
move, he must pass, until he can
move. When nobody can move
anymore, the winner is the player who controls most pieces.
Again, another attractive game
for two, abstract and wellworking; keeping contact with
the Dvonn pieces is a difficult
challenge, as movement of one
piece can trigger the loss of
groups of pieces and stacks. þ

INFORMATION

is important; don’t forget to look
at the backside of things and
take note of every minute detail
and each word; you need all this
information to find puzzles and
challenges and to master and
solve them. It is very important
for the flow of the game, that
you never open information too
early, you must always wait for
the respective instruction to do
so. When all three codes have
been correctly entered into the
Chrono Decoder within 60 minutes, all players have “escaped”
and have won together against
the game.
As in all versions of the Escape
Room idea, you need in this variant, too, team work, communication, creativity, close attention
to details and a certain thinking
outside the box and beyond
usual patterns, as announced in
the rules, to achieve the desired
outcome within the given time
frame. This variant is not spent
after one play, but offers – aside
from an app for background
music and the complete solution – also a download of components for a repeat play. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

13+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Kris Burm
Artist: Andreas Resch, Kris Burm
Price: ca. 31 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2017
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Abstract placement and
moving of pieces
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Lots of in-game depth with
simple rules * Elegant, attractive components * High
replay value
Compares to:
Other games in the GIPF project
Other editions:
Rio Grande (en), and Don & Co in
several languages, all based on the
first edition

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

16+

TIME:

60+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 50 Euros
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2016
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Escape Room, puzzles
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Version of the Exit Room
Principle * Provides four adventures * With electronic
game unit
Compares to:
All Exit Room Games
Other editions:
Identity Games (en nl)

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

ETERNITY / FLUCHT AUS DER PIRATENBUCHT t

ETERNITY

PLANT TREES AS PROMISED
For all eternity, trees of life have
provided harmony between
Sky, Earth and Sea, but now
those trees are dying and the
time has come to plant new
trees on the peninsulas.
You give promises for planting
and take tricks to provide room,
that is, peninsulas for those
trees. Three trump tableaus are
laid out in random order and

10

tree tokens are made ready. 42
cards come in three colors for
Sky, Earth and Sea, with values 1
to 14 in each color, with a promise value in front and room for a
tree on the back.
You are dealt cards according
to number of players and play
as many tricks. Two cards are
left over and placed under the
corresponding trump tableaus.

FLUCHT AUS DER PIRATENBUCHT

GHOST SHIPS AT THE HORIZON
The ghost of Capt’n Whitebeard
guards his treasure and turns
pirate ships that he catches into
ghost ships. But players are courageous and want the treasure,
so they must escape Capt’n
Whitebeard and his ghost ships.
The Pirate Bay and face-down
ocean tiles are displayed. Capt’n
Whitebeards begins on the first
case of his path to the pirate ship

www.gamesjournal.at
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on the board. The active player
rolls the die - for Whitebeard
you move his marker one step
towards the pirate ship. For dice
pips you turn over this number
of ocean tiles, players can confer on which ones to select. A
Washout is turned back over; a
Skull coin can you take, if you
have none; a Ghost Cannon can
be taken if you discard a Skull

Trump for the next trick is the
color with most cards beneath
the tableau or – in case of a tie
– the left-most color.
One player leads a card, the others follow suit or use trump or
play any card or give a promise.
For a promise, you put a card on
the table, take the tree tokens
indicated on the card and then
place the card beneath its trump
tableau. A trick that you win
is set down face-down, showing the tree side; it represents
a peninsula on which you can
plant, at any time, a tree that you
acquired with a promise. When
all tricks have been played, you
score for the number of trees
+ harmony bonus if you have
as many tree markers as tricks
or number of trees if you have
planted all trees and have tricks
left over. If you have unplanted
trees, you do not score. After
three such rounds you win with
most points.
An unusual topic, with ravishing
graphics and very interesting
and unusual determination of
trump color and additional use
of tricks taken. þ

INFORMATION

coin; a Monami statue goes on
its case and can be used later
for a re-roll. A Ghost Ship can be
defeated with the Ghost Cannon - which is then discarded.
Or you can flee by turning the
tile back over or fight the ship by
throwing the Fortune Coin; the
ship is defeated when the coin
shows the ship side; if it shows
Whitebeard, you advance him
one step. A Ghost Ship defeated
by cannon or the Fortune coin is
used to cover one of the ghost
ships depicted in the pirate bay.
A Talisman goes to the green
case on the island, with two of
them you can move Whitebeard
backwards one step. When all
four ghost ships in the Bay have
been covered, before Whitebeard reaches the Pirate Ship, all
players win together.
As usual, components and rules
are nicely done and of very high
quality; the mechanisms are
standard ones, but their combination provides a thrilling game
with a favorite topic and some
tactic provided by Talismans
and Fortune Coin. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Jim Dratwa, C. Blondel
Artist: Virginie Rapiat
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Blackrock Games 2016
www.blackrock-games.fr

EVALUATION
Cards, trick-taking
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Amazing graphic design *
Rare topic * Very unusual
use of tricks taken
Compares to:
Trick taking games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Cyril Fay
Artist: Claus Stephan
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2017
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
cooperation, memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanisms *
Nicely combine * Allows
a bit of tactic * Attractive
components and design
Compares to:
All cooperative memo
games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u FREAKY / GEISTERUHR

FREAKY

CHARACTERISTICS ON CARDS
108 cards show - on a colored
background - a number in a
circle in all four corners and, in
the middle, the same number,
bigger, in a big circle of another
color. Those three elements background color, color of the
big circle and number - are the
three important characteristics in the game. All cards are
shuffled and each player is dealt
three cards; three more

8

cards are placed as start of three
rows. The remaining cards are
stacked for a draw pile.
All players are active in turn
and have three actions in their
move: At the start, you must
add one, two or three cards
from your hand to rows already
on the table or use a card or
cards to begin a new row or
rows. You can add a card to a
row, when one of the three

GEISTERUHR

THIS CLOCK DOES NOT WORK PROPERLY!
Ghosts meet at midnight at
the old tower clock, but today
their Ghost Clock is not working
properly, the hand is broken and
threatens to brush the ghosts
off the clock.
The clock hand is placed on the
clock and switched on; the hand
now moves randomly in any direction, changes direction and
the duration of the hand move-

18
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ment varies with each round.
As soon as the hand begins its
movement, players take turns
to place a ghost piece on the
clock face - you try to position
the ghost in a way that ensures
that it is not pushed off the face
by the clock hand.
There is a Ghost Code: Ghosts
are placed one by one, they are
always placed lying down and

card characteristics corresponds
to one characteristic on the last
card in the row. When a card
does not fit into any of the rows,
you begin a new one. Then you
check all rows if a characteristic is identical at least for times
in it, the respective cards need
not be adjacent for this condition. When there is such a row,
you take all cards in the row
and stack them face-down. You
may take several cards in a turn,
when the condition of four identical characteristics is met. Finally, you must refill your hand to
three cards. If someone can not
refill his hand correctly, you win
with most collected cards, card
in hand are not counted.
A lovely filler or a game for
holidays, simple and fun, with
quickly explained rules for lots
of fun. Nothing very new, but
nicely done, a good family game
always posing the dilemma
of adding a characteristic and
thereby opening possibilities for
opponents. þ

INFORMATION

not standing up, and you cannot place them on the hand
or on other ghosts. If a ghost
touches the clock face, you
must place it and cannot move
it anymore; placed or pushedoff ghost cannot be picked up
again during the movement of
the hand. When the hand stops
its movement, you check who
has most ghosts on the surface;
this player may place one of his
ghosts on the edge of the box.
In case of a tie the player with
most ghosts in stock places a
ghost; if this is again tied, all
players in the tie place a ghost.
Whoever can place his third
ghost on the edge, wins.
Geisteruhr demands a bit of dexterity and some spatial thinking,
you can guess a bit where the
hand might hit a ghost, but of
course not exactly, so the thrill
remains - which ghosts will fall?
Experienced players can try to
place their ghosts in a way that
they cause opposing ghosts to
fall. But it is fun also with random placement - who is lucky
and has the majority when the
hand stops? þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Leo Colovini
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2016
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Place card, collect characteristics
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good mix of standard
mechanisms * Cute graphics * Simple rule * Nice filler
game
Compares to:
Card placement with taking note of
characteristics
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

10+

Designer: C. Cantzler, A. Wrede
Artist: F. Zobel, A. Hofbeck
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2017
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Place marker, assess movement
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Trains spatial thinking *
Abstract despite topic *
Nice topic for children *
Mechanism works well
Compares to:
Hilfe, Hai! and other games where
you avoid random movements
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

HERAUSFORDERUNG NATUR / HOLMES t

HERAUSFORDERUNG NATUR

DAS SPIEL

You want to win duels with your
animals, to be first to have two
victory points on each of the
five continents. Duels are fought
with value comparison in analogy to Top Trumps. Each player
has a Continents board and six
cards, the Speed board sits in
the middle.
A round has five phases: 1.
Speed - the starting player for

7
the first duel is determined, you
begin if you are first to hit the
area on the central board, determined by the Continent die.
2. Card selection - each player
selects a card from hand. 3. Surprise die - either nothing happens, you hand on your selected
card, you can earn 2 instead of 1
victory point, the lowest value
will win or the rule “protected

HOLMES

SHERLOCK GEGEN MORIARTY
In the core game Spiel im Schatten, Sherlock collects clues to
clear up the attack on Parliament”; Moriarty collects those
clues to fog the issue and hinder
Sherlock. Person and Clue cards
are displayed, during the game
new cards are added; Dr. Watson, Mrs. Hudson and Inspector
Lestrade are always available for
interrogation.

www.gamesjournal.at

Sherlock and Moriarty alternate
to take a standing action marker
off a person card, lay it down
on another person card empty
of their own marker - an opponent’s marker can be on the
card - and resolve the ability of
the person thus “interrogated”.
Those abilities provide influence
markers or clues, paid for with
influence markers, or allow you

species” will not apply. 4. Combat - Selecting and naming of an
animal characteristic, the highest value for it on the selected
cards wins the duel. If you have
a card that shows marking for
protected species, you can try to
promote another characteristic,
the color order is red-orangeyellow-green for extinction
threatens - very endangered endangered - not endangered.
5. Assign victory points - the
winner puts a point on the continent determined at the start
by the continent die; you get 2
victory points if the winning animals comes from this continent.
The game is based on the Top
Trumps mechanism and is a sequel to the “small” card games of
the series on topics like Savannah, Predators, Birds, etc. and
those games can be combined
with it. The components are
very environmentally friendly,
so I was a bit surprised about the
aggressive wording in the rules
- “ferocious combat, challenge
...”, but this does not change
the fact that this is a very good
game. þ

INFORMATION

to take over clues from your opponent’s display. When all markers are placed and abilities resolved, markers are righted; Persons carrying markers of both
players cannot be interrogated
next round. After seven rounds,
you score for majorities of clue
types or all clues of a kind and
for map fragments; unassigned
jokers give you penalty points.
In the Sherlock & Moriarty variant, the Moriarty player can
make a reservation for a clue and
then take this clue instead of a
clue from the general display.
The Mycroft cards in the stack of
person cards render the game
more difficult; when one of
those cards is drawn, you must
implement it instantly - players
either must discard clues or can
only use two action markers in
this round.
Holmes offers an interesting
mix of Worker Placement and
Set collecting, the mechanisms
work very well. All in all, the
game is an excellent addition
to the range of 2-player games,
fundamentally abstract, but
with the topic nicely imposed. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-6

7+

TIME:

40+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Bioviva 2017
www.bioviva.com

EVALUATION
Info, quiz, collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Environmental friendly
components * Rather aggressively formulated rules
* Standard mechanisms
with nice details * Can be
combined with the card
games on selected topics
Compares to:
Top Trumps, Défis Nature card games
Other editions:
Bioviva (fr)

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Diego Ibáñez
Artist: P. Soto, M. Suzuki, A. Resch
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2017
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Worker placement, set
collecting
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es it pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Core game plus two variants * Very attractive game
for two * Rather abstract,
but topic nicely placed
Compares to:
Lost Cities for set collecting
Other editions:
Devir (en, es, it), Rebel.pl (pl)
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PRESENTATION

u KING JOHN / KRABBEL-TRABBEL

KING JOHN

COUNT GUESTS QUICKLY
King John has invited guests to
a feast, but, unfortunately, he
is near-sighted and needs help
in distinguishing his guests Lords, Baronesses, Damsels and
Knights. For each of those guest
characters there are a pawn in
a holder and five solution tiles,
which show the respective
guests one to five times. Two
additional tiles show the mark-

6

ings of 6+ and 0. The die has one
symbol for each guest character
and a Plus and a Minus symbol.
18 task cards show the four
guests in varying mixtures and
numbers.
The starting player of the round
rolls the die and reveals three
task cards. If a guest was rolled,
you count how often this guest
is visible on all three task cards

KRABBEL-TRABBEL

MONSTERS SHED CREEPY-CRAWLERS
You are a monster and want to
get rid of all those creepy-crawlers hopping all over you. To succeed, you must make faces, concoct a monster soup, solve some
memory task or make crazy animal noises.
Each player is assigned a monster card and places 5-7-10
creepy-crawlers in case of 4-32 players on it. All action cards
a r e shuffled and stacked

20
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face-down, monster chips are
shuffled face-down and laid out
around the stack of action cards.
The active player turns over the
first card and implements the
indicated action, maybe together will all the other players: Find
one or two monsters among
the face-down chips- you turn
over a chip and shed a creepycrawly, if you found the right
monster(s). if not,

and grab the corresponding
solution tile for a presence between 1 and 5 or the 6+, if the
guest is present 6 or more times,
or the tile 0 when the guest is
not visible on all cards. For the
dice result “+”, you must grab the
pawn for the guest who is present most often on the cards, for
“-“, the pawn for the guest who
is the rarest one on the cards. In
case of a tie you grab all guests
involved in the tie, one player
can grab more than one pawn.
The fastest player with one or
more correct solutions receives
a crest for each correct solution. If you made a mistake and
hold a wrong tile or pawn, you
must discard a crest, if possible.
Whoever collects five crests first,
wins the game.
Nice topic, pretty design, simple
easy rules and some hectic action in counting and grabbing
- the game has all the ingredients for a well-working mixture
of fun and educational benefits
in practicing counting, handeye-coordination and reaction
speed. þ

INFORMATION

the other players take turns until the correct monster is found.
When all monsters must be
found, all players search together; for a correctly found monster
friend a creepy-crawly is put on
the action card by the successful
player; but if someone reveals
a monster the second time or
reveals the Crawly Monster, he
takes all crawlies from the action
card. When all six monsters have
been found, all crawlies on the
card go out of play.
Action cards can also demand
taking or passing on of a creepycrawly, or make you play a monster game with repeating and
extending a chain of gestures,
sounds or words; if you make a
mistake, you take a crawly from
your right neighbor. Whoever
is first to have shed all creepycrawlies, wins the game.
The monsters are cute, the
crawlies look more electronic
than horrible, but the search
for monsters and all the other
actions are, also in this new edition, a lot of fun, lots and lots of
fun. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Artist: Robert Bayer
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2017
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Counting, reactions
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cz de en fr hu it sk pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Pretty components * Simple rules *
Good training for quick
counting and fast reactions
* Number of task cards can
be varied
Compares to:
Counting game with reactions to
results
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Paletti Grafik
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2017
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Actions, shedding tokens
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of Fleckenmonster * Cute drawings *
Nice actions * Good mix of
mechanisms * Simple rules
Compares to:
Memo and search games
Other editions:
Currently none
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LEVEL 8 / LONDON MARKETS t

LEVEL 8

DAS KARTENSPIEL
Eight levels of the game demand
varying combinations of cards.
The game comprises 98 cards –
90 number cards of values 1-15
in six colors as well as five jokers
and three cards “Aussetzen!” =
“Miss your Turn!”. You begin with
10 cards. In your turn, you must
draw one card from the draw
pile or the open discard pile
and then you can lay out your
current

8
level. For this you lay down
all necessary cards – and only
those cards - for the level, for instance, two sequences of three
cards each for Level One, and
you can also include joker cards
for a combination.
Then you can add cards from
your hand to combinations already on the table, your own
or those of other players; for instance,

LONDON MARKETS

EXOTIC GOODS IN VICTORIAN LONDON
Trading exotic goods in Victorian
London, the game concentrates
on Coffee, Soap, Silk and China.
You begin with eight out of 72
good cards for those four types
of goods, an Offer card is placed
on each market and the remaining Goods cards are placed in the
respective markets for Coffee,
Soap, Silk and China. Each player
holds 20 so-called Goods bars of

www.gamesjournal.at

his color and two Replenishment
cards; the Goods bars influence
replenishment and personal income. First, each player hands
three of his Goods bars to his
neighbor, who then places them
in markets.
Then, 12 rounds follow, each
comprising several phases: Reveal Market card, with special
rules for “closed market”, goods

a fourth card to a sequence of
three, but NOT put own another
sequence of three cards. Then
you must discard a card. If it is
your turn again in this round,
you may again add cards to
cards on the table. Whoever discards his last card from his hand,
end the round and may advance
his level card by two levels for a
bonus. All other players who
completed their level, advance
their level card by one level. Instead of discarding a card to end
your turn, you may play the special card “Aussetzen!”. You place
it in front of any other layer, who
in his turn then can only put this
card at the bottom of the draw
pile. Whoever lays out Level 8 or
is first to complete the round in
which he laid out Level 7, wins
instantly.
Level 8 Das Kartenspiel is, as
are the variants, a very nice and
well-working card game and
provide attractive family entertainment for any occasion. It
is simple and yet challenging,
which card do I keep, which card
do I discard? þ

INFORMATION

replenishment and auction do
not happen - Player Action with
choice of Merchant or Assistant
for their respective actions: Place
Goods bar - Take Money for visible crates on goods bars or goods
cards from a market for visible
crates there - Goods Replenishment for your own replenishment cards on display - Auctions
for all types of Goods for money Movement of Merchants and Assistants; a merchant moves one
market in clockwise direction,
an assistant one step to the right
on the track. On certain assistant
cases, you select a special card
from stacks on the market board
or must show your money for an
interim scoring. At the end, you
win with most money from cash
and special cards.
Still a good, solid game, but also it
also comes with the weaknesses
of its predecessor - a rather repetitive game flow and a duration
that is slightly too long. All the
same, a recommendation to buy
it for all those who missed out
on Dschunke, the mechanisms
themselves are excellent. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-6

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: not named
Artist: Arthur Wagner
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2016
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Cards, set collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Variant of a familiar mechanism * Simple basic rules *
Very good family game
Compares to:
Level 8 Master, Phase 10,
Phase 10 Master
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Michael Schacht
Artist: Claus Stephan
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2016
www.queen-games.de

EVALUATION
Economy
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Revised new edition of
Dschunke, 2002 * Good mix
of mechanisms * Takes a
tad too long to play * Game
flow very repetitive
Compares to:
Dschunke, Yangtze
Other editions:
Currently none
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u MEIN TRAUMHAUS / ORE CITY

MEIN TRAUMHAUS

HOBBY ROOM OR GARAGE?
Your house is completely built
and must be furnished and
given an attractive roof. In each
round, you furnish one room,
decorate it or use the help of
specialists or determine the
look of the roof.
Four special cards and the starting player card are placed in
a row, in a second row below
you place five room cards. The

8

active player selects a column
and takes both cards, either a
room card and a special card
or a room card and the starting
player card to be starting player
of the next round.
A room card is placed on an
empty case, but never above an
empty case; a basement room
goes to the bottom level, all
other rooms are placed in the

ORE CITY

MY OWN CITY

As a city planner, you want to
acquire victory points for the
construction of Public Works.
The money for those constructions is earned by constructing
Residential, Commercial and
Industrial buildings. Cards in the
game are Construction cards
(residential cards, commercial
cards and industrial cards) and
cards for Public Works.

22
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The game is prepared with a display of cards and cards for players’ hands. Then you can, as the
active player, build residential,
commercial or industrial buildings from your hand on your
own or on opponents’ construction sites for coins or to hinder
those players, building rules
must be considered. Or you
place Book-Closing for money

top two levels, and only up to
the maximum size of a room. If
you cannot place the room card
correctly, you must lay it out
face-down as an empty room.
There are four kinds of special
cards - 1. Decoration, you put
the respective tile in a corresponding room. 2. Specialists Tiler, Vendor, Architect and DIY
man are used at the end of the
game to improve your house,
the Interior Designer lets you expand a room with a decoration
tile. 3. Tools - they are laid out
openly next to the house, for
once-only later use; scaffolding
is placed into a room and must
be exchanged later. 4. Roof is placed face-down and not
looked at again; at the end you
select four cards, identical color
and windows score points. After 12 rounds you score rooms,
decorations, furnishing bonuses
for room types and the roof.
A fantastic topic, lovely components and attractive mechanisms with a good mix of luck
and tactical decision, number
of children in the house for a tie
breaker is a nice idea! þ

INFORMATION

or technologies from industrial
cards and empty your building
sites; other players also receive
money and/or technologies for
buildings from this building site.
Or you complete a Public Works
building for victory points or
swap cards from your hand with
the display or discard cards and
draw new ones or pass.
A construction site can only take
one type of cards – residential,
commercial or industrial – and
changes on sites are achieved by
placing a book closing. Acquired
cards are placed in the acquisition space and you can only hold
one Public Works building at a
time. If you earn your 10th victory
points with a Public Works building, you win instantly.
A standard topic was attractively
varied here; use of opposing
construction sites and emptying of sites with card activation,
profit and even acquisition of
cards for owners of sites as well
as for opponents there, are attractive details. The game is an
interesting addition to the genre
of urban development games.
þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Klemens Kalicki
Artist: B. Kordowski, J. Wiese
Price: ca. 29 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2017
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Placement development
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cz de en es fr it nl
pl ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive design *
Harmonious topic * Super
family game * Some tactics,
some memo and a bit
of luck
Compares to:
Placement games for optimum
interrelation
Other editions:
ADC Blackfire (cz), Asmodee (es, fr),
Asterion (it), Chronicle Games (nl),
Hobby World (ru), Rebel.pl (en, pl)

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Kiroaki Fujiwara
Artist: Kiroaki Fujiwara
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Tohoku Wisteria 2016
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Urban development
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard topic * Interesting
mechanism details * Good,
extensive rules
Compares to:
All urban development
games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PAKU PAKU / PFAU ZIEHEN t

PAKU PAKU

PLATE ACROBATICS WITH DICE
The fattest pandas hold a
meeting to find the one panda
among them who is as hungry
as he is deft and therefore collects the fewest penalty points.
All players roll their die or dice
simultaneously and hand on a
dice as fast as possible - and only
if possible - to their left neighbor. Eight bowls, eight plates
and eight cups are set out in the

8

middle next to a disc representing the table; five dice - showing 2x Happy Panda, 1x Red
Stack, 2x1 and 1x2 - are handed
out as evenly as possible to all
players, some players might begin without dice. If you roll the
Happy Panda symbol, you pass
the die to your left neighbor.
For a 1 or a 2 nothing happens
and for a Red Stack you stack

PFAU ZIEHEN

A PROUD, SPOILT BIRD
A peacock is, as everybody
knows, a very beautiful and
proud bird. Therefore, you must
offer him pomp and luxurious
gifts to attract him to your side.
All the gifts and luxuries are represented by cards in the game,
the higher their value the more
luxurious and the more interesting for the peacock. Each player
has a deck of 14 cards of a color

www.gamesjournal.at

6
and values 1 to 7.
You shuffle your deck, set it out
face-down and draw five cards
for your hand. The peacock begins the game in the middle of
the board. In each round, each
player puts one card face-down
on the table and then all cards
are revealed simultaneously. If
you played the highest card and
the peacock sits in the middle or

one piece of china onto the table disc or the stack and can of
course try to stack very wobbly
for the next player, but beware!
You might be the next player
yourself. If you passed a panda and still hold dice, you roll
them again and resolve them.
A Panda that you receive must
be rolled! When someone calls
Paku Stop, because he noticed
that you have 3, 4 or 5 dice in
case of 6-8, 4-5 or 2-3 players or
that you toppled the stack, you
must roll all your dice again and
take the respective number of
penalty points for each number
result. Then a new round with
an empty table and evenly distributed dice begins. If someone
has 10 penalty points, you win
with fewest points.
Paku Paku is cute little game,
with very attractive components and witty, completely fictitious quotes strewn about the
rules; in this fun game for all the
family it is important to play fast
to maybe cause a toppling of
the stack and penalty points for
your neighbor. þ

INFORMATION

on a peacock eye of your color,
you advance him outwards by
one step. If you played the highest card and the peacock sits
on an eye of another color, you
move the peacock along the
tracks to your color segment to
the eye on the same level.
Identical numbers cancel each
other, their owners are out of
the round. If such a tie happens
with the highest value of the
round, the player with the next
higher card moves the peacock.
Then all cards played in that
round are set aside, you draw a
card from your deck in hand and
play a card for the next round.
Whoever can move the peacock
on his peacock eye in the outermost circle, wins.
Simple, simpler, most simple
- this is a fast and visually very
attractive card game with a nice
story and easy rules; a game for
primary school children to play
on their own, a game for holidays and as a filler; a bit of card
memory is useful, the game is
handy and attractively packed simply nice! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

2-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Artist: A. Cactus, Kreativbunker
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2017
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Roll & stack
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Attractive
component * Good mix of
mechanisms
Compares to:
Stacking games with dice
and time element
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

6+

TIME:

10+

Designer: M. N. Andersen
Artist: S. Reich, V. Maas
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2017
www.moses-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Cards
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Plays simply and fast *
Schoolkids play on their
own * Otherwise a very
simple family game * Attractive design
Compares to:
Card games with results for the
highest card
Other editions:
Currently none
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u QWINTO DAS KARTENSPIEL / RAFFZAHN

QWINTO DAS KARTENSPIEL

CARDS FOR NUMBERS
Based on Qwinto, you enter
numbers between 1 and 18 into
your tableau. This tableau shows
three color rows in orange, yellow and purple, and cases to
mark misses and bonuses. Zero
or negative numbers cannot
be entered. 32 cards in orange,
yellow, grey and purple show
values of 0 to 6 and -2. They are
shuffled and each player is dealt
three cards, four cards are laid

8
out in a 2x2 grid, the remaining
cards are draw pile.
The active player puts one of
his cards openly on one of the
cards in the grid. The new card
and the two orthogonally adjacent cards are summed for the
result of the round and the colors of the cards are named, grey
is no color and is not named! If
you hold two cards of the same
value, you can place them on

RAFFZAHN

PIPS AND STARS FOR TEETH
Number tiles from 1 to 40 in a
display on the table show teeth
on their backsides, the higher
the number the more teeth a
monster has. You try to acquire
as many teeth as possible and
roll dice for the tiles. When all
tiles have been taken, you win
with most teeth. Two blue teeth
show 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 pips or a star,
the yellow die shows 10, 20,
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30, 2x star or a Rotten Tooth.
Among the tiles you conquered,
you have always three openfaced, unprotected ones on display, additional tiles are placed
face-down and are protected.
You have maximum three rolls
with setting aside and rerolling
any number of dice; a Rotten
Tooth in a roll terminates your
turn instantly without a result.

two adjacent cards in the grid.
Now all players can, if they
choose, enter the result in a case
in a row of one of the named
colors. Numbers in a row must
be in ascending order from
left to right; a number cannot
be entered twice gaps are allowed and can be filled later;
in each column, a number can
also appear only once. If you
cannot enter the result or if all
cards are gray, the active player
must mark a “missed roll”. If
someone has filled two rows or
four missed rolls, you score one
point for each number in an incomplete row, and the value of
the rightmost number in a complete row. Completely filled columns give bonuses, missed rolls
are deducted and you win with
most points.
Qwinto is a good game, Qwinto
the Card Game is equally good,
it plays quickly and is easily explained; it carries exactly the
right irritation element because
one did not leave a gap, say, between 12 and 14! þ

INFORMATION

Otherwise, you add the dice results after three rolls, one star in
the roll counts One. The sum can
provide four different results: 1.
Beutewurf - you rolled the number of a tile in the display or of
an unprotected tile of an opponent and take it. 2. Eigentreffer you rolled the number of one of
your own tiles; a protected one
is turned over to unprotected,
an unprotected one is discarded; in this way, there can be
more than three unprotected
tiles in your display. 3. Sternwurf
- three stars in your roll give you
the most valuable tile in the display, two stars the least valuable
one. 4. Fehlwurf - you cannot
take a tile after three roles and
lose three teeth, you must discard the necessary number of
tiles, protected or unprotected.
Roll up to three times and implement the result - a standard
mechanism of dice games has
been wittily illustrated and cleverly adapted to an independent,
nice family game with lots of fun
and a bit of aggravation. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Rapp, Lach, Staupe
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: nsv 2017
www.nsv.de

BEWERTUNG
combine and mark numbers
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Good family
game * Nice for a filler, easy
to take along
Compares to:
Qwinto
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Rüdiger Koltze
Artist: Marek Bláha
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2017
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Roll & collect
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanism
* Nicely varied details *
Therefore independent,
stand-alone game * Lots of
fun to play
Compares to:
Heckmeck am Bratwurmeck
Other editions:
Currently none
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SANTO DOMINGO / SOKIEBA t

SANTO DOMINGO

SEALS FROM THE ADMIRAL
If you want to make good profit
by trading goods in the harbor
of Santo Domingo, you need
the right person and a suitable
ship. You hold eight cards, numbered 1 to 8: 1 Captain, 2 Admiral, 3 Governor, 4 Frigate, 5 Galleon, 6 Customs, 7 Trader and 8
Beggar.
A round begins with advancing of three markers for victory

8

points, goods and traders on
tracks on the board to replenish
stock and adjust exchange rates.
You play a card face-down; then
cards are revealed simultaneously and resolved in ascending
order: 1, 2 and 6 give you points,
3, 4 and 5 give you goods; you
mark both on your corresponding display card. Trader 7 swaps
goods for points, Beggar 9 gives

SOKIEBA

WHITE 2 + GREEN 4 MAKES 6
One white target die and five
action dice in red, green, yellow, blue and black, all made
from soft, sturdy foam, are used
in every game, regardless of
how many play indoors or outdoors. At the start, you turn the
target die to three pips and set
it on your chosen target point.
A throwing line is marked - depending on the age of players -
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2 to 5 m from the target die.
As active player, you throw an
action die of any color and try
to hit the target die with it. If
you are successful, you add the
values that show on both dice
and note them on a score sheet.
If you don’t hit the target die,
you do not score for this throw.
While a player is active, nobody else can enter the throw-

PRESENTATION

you goods and you can take
cards back in hand. Identical
cards are resolved at the same
time: the players involved receive one good or point in turn,
- the marker is always immediately adjusted - until all players
have received the maximum or
stock is empty. If more than one
trader was played, the trader
marker is put back two cases for
the second and each additional
trader and then you can use a
played trader to swap goods for
points according to the marker’s
position. Then the marker is
placed on case 0. For some of
the cards the points and goods
that you receive are not taken
from stock, but are only marked
on your display card. If someone
has 30 or more victory points,
you win at the end of the round
with most victory points.
The familiar elements from Port
Royal and the mechanisms
from Visby have been adapted
elegantly and interestingly; the
Winter variant with a more difficult trading is also of interest
to more experienced players. þ

INFORMATION

ing zone. If the active player
oversteps the throwing line, he
scores zero points for this throw.
Indirect hits of the target die by
rebounding of the action die
from a tree, a wall or other obstacles is allowed, the action die
may also touch the ground before hitting the white die. Rolling the die is forbidden, a die sitting on an edge can be turned
to the higher pip value. The
active player rolls all remaining
four dice in this way and notes
hit values. For the next player,
the target die is replaced at
the original target point, again
showing three pips. When all
have been active once, you win
with most points.
In variants, you can roll the dice,
or the target die is replaced with
the current value to the target
point or you play in teams, etc.
Sokieba offers simple, quick fun
for families on holiday, it is the
ideal game for beach, camping
ground or play ground, and can
even be played in a hotel room
on a rainy day. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Stefan Risthaus
Artist: Franz, Kattnig, Wiese
Price: ca.10 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2017
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Cards
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Adaptation von Visby *
Nice combination of elements from Port Royal
and Visby * Absolutely
independent, well-working
game * Winter Version for
more experienced players
Compares to:
Port Royal for background, Visby for
mechanisms
Other editions:
Currently

PLAYERS:

2-5

none

AGE:

8+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Stefan Schranz
Artist: Bluguy
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2017
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Throw die to hit die
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simplest rules * Nice for
indoors and outdoors *
Team play allows more
than five players
Compares to:
Boule and other hit-thetarget games
Other editions:
Currently none
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u TIMMY RÄUMT AUF / VIKINGS ON BOARD

TIMMY RÄUMT AUF

RUBBER DUCK ON THE BREAKFAST TABLE
Disorder in the house, nothing
is where it should be - Gnome
Timmy helps to tidy up. Six locations in house or flat, each one
in its own color, are laid out to
form a circle - Clothes cupboard
in green, bathroom in blue,
shoe cupboard in purple, toy
rack in yellow, playing table in
orange and dining table in red.
In the middle of this circle you

3

spread the items that are missing in the individual segments
and need to be put back; there
are three items for each room.
The active player rolls the die
and puts Gnome Timmy on the
thus determined segment, that
is location, of this color. When
this location has already been
tidied, that is, filled completely,
you roll the die again until you

VIKINGS ON BOARD

SET SAILS, CONTROL SHIP
Viking tribes prepare for an expedition and want to set sail
with the best possible equipped
ships. You bet on your own Vikings and try to downgrade
other ship crews and supply
values of other tribes. The active player places his Viking that
is first in line in the village onto
one of the action cases and
implements the action. The turn
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order for the first round is determined as stated in the rules,
from round 2 on the choice of
action determines positions of
players in the turn order. Action options are: Starting player
for the next round - move ship
body part - relocate one of your
own ship body parts between
ships - relocate any ship body
part - place a bet, only once on a

find an incomplete segment.
Then you try to spot an item belonging to this location and put
it into its slot. If the item you selected does not fit into the slot,
you put the item back into the
circle. If you add the last item
to the location and have thus
tidied it up, you win a wooden
chip. When all locations are tidy
and filled with all the correct
items items, you win with most
wooden chips.
If you want to play a more difficult version, you place the items
in the circle with their backside
up, so that you can only identify
items by their shape.
A game for toddlers that has
all features that such a game
needs - enchanting graphics, a
topic that suits the age group
and is socially and educationally
important for toddlers, featuring their normal surroundings;
there are also lovely and easily
held components and the game
offers practice in identifying
colors and, in the variant, also
shapes. þ

INFORMATION

ship - place bet or relocate bet draw supplies and place one on
any ship - switch ship body parts
between two ships - set sails.
If someone choses “Set Sail”, he
places his ship stern part at the
intended ship and pushes it
out a bit. Then you determine
who controls the ship - that
is the tribe = player who has
most shields depicted on ship
body parts - and the ship supplies are distributed among the
tribes represented on the ship.
If you did place a correct bet
on the control of the ship, you
take your betting chip without
revealing it. Chips placed for lost
bets can be relocated to ships
that have not yet set sails. When
seven ships have set sail, you
add the values of your supplies
and betting wins.
A very well-working mix of
mechanisms, challenging and
yet suitable for a family, albeit
with some gaming experience,
as the placement of ship body
parts and bets as well as the selection of actions are quite tactical, after all. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

3+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Marco Teubner
Artist: Anne Pätzke
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2017
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Spot, dice, colors
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Suitable topic * Lots of
educational content *
High quality components
* Trains color and shape
recognition
Compares to:
Shape puzzles and spotting games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Charles Chevallier & Team
Artist: M. da Silva, C. Dechamps
Price: ca. 37 Euro
Publisher: Blue Orange Games 2016
www.blueorangegames.eu

EVALUATION
Worker placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl pt
ru cn cz
In-game text: no
Comments:
Sumptuous and attractive
components * Good for
families with some gaming
experience * Also of interest for experienced players
Compares to:
Worker placement games
Other editions:
Broadway Toys (cn), ADC Blackfire (cz,
de), Blue Orange (en)
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YAM YAM / ZUG UM ZUG t

YAM YAM

FEDD HEDGEHOGS FOR WINTER
Hedgehogs must feed well before their winter rest; the longer
they stay awake, the more they
can eat, but they must be asleep
before winter arrives. Players
must take care that their hedgehogs go to sleep well-fed and on
time.
Each player begins the game
with four hedgehog cards that
are displayed with the “awake

4

hedgehog” side up, hedgehog
eyes are open. Food cards showing hedgehogs and four winter
cards are shuffled together and
stacked face-down. The active
player reveals the top card - if it is
a winter card you put it on the table as part of a picture. If you you
have revealed a food card, you
check the number of your own
hedgehogs that are still awake

ZUG UM ZUG

MEINE ERSTE REISE

A journey across Europe by
building tracks between cities.
You use 72 cards, Train cards
in six colors and Locomotive
cards as jokers for each color.
You begin with four Train cards,
20 Trains of your color and two
Ticket cards, each showing a
route between two cities.
The active player has a choice of
two actions: 1. Draw two Train
cards or 2. claim a route. To claim
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a route, you discard as many
train cards as the route has segments and then place one Train
on each segment. When you
have claimed a route in this way
that connects the two cities on
one of your ticket cards, you
have completed the ticket card,
set it aside open-faced and draw
a new ticked card. If you connect one of the Eastern cities Mosc o w ,

PRESENTATION

against the number of hedgehogs depicted on the food card.
When more of your hedgehogs
or at least the same number of
your hedgehogs are awake, your
hedgehogs are fed and you take
the card. If not enough hedgehogs are awake, you must discard
the card. Then you can, if you
want, put one of your hedgehogs
to sleep, that is, turn the card over
to the other side. If you have put
all your hedgehogs to sleep, you
continue to draw a card on your
turn, but must discard it immediately.
When all four winter cards are
displayed on the table to form a
picture, the game ends. IF you are
now the only player whose four
hedgehogs are asleep, you win
the game. If there is more than
one player will all four hedgehogs asleep, the winner is player
among them who collected most
food cards.
The hedgehogs are cute and cuddly, the topic is very nice for children and the mechanism is very
simple, four-year-old children can
count to four! An ideal game to
take along or as a filler. þ

INFORMATION

Rostock or Ankara - with one of
the Western cities - Dublin, Brest
or Madrid - you receive one of
the four East-West Bonus cards.
This bonus card is treated like a
completed ticket card towards
the condition to win the game. If
you have collected a total of six
such cards, be it ticket or bonus
cards, you win the game. Should
someone place his last train earlier, you win if you hold most
completed tickets.
Ticket to Ride, reduced to its essential elements and yet fully
retaining the flair of the original;
there are no additional rule details, no exceptions to the rules;
you simply claim routes, preferably of course routes to complete
a ticket card; all you need to do
is to secure one of the - rather
rare - routes where there is only
a single track, to avoid being
forced to claim detour routes.
A very nice and well-working
introduction to the universe of
Zug um Zug / Ticket to Ride. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of page 28

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Artist: Doris Matthäus
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2017
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Collect, timing
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting drawings * Nice
topic * Simple mechanism
Compares to:
All games with a time/risk
element
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Alan R. Moon
Artist: D. & R. Torres, C. Daujean
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Days of Wonder 2017
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Collect cards, build track
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de languages
In-game text: no
Comments:
Rules reduced to essentials
* Flair of the original remains intact * Some tactic
from securing single-track
routes
Compares to:
Zug um Zug
Other editions:
In 15 different languages
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GALLERY

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON GAMES

BLACK STORIES SCIENCE FICTION EDITION

DER KLEINE RABE SOCKE MAU-MAU

Publisher: moses. Verlag
Designer: Elke Vogel

DICE CITY ALL THAT GLITTERS

Publisher: Amigo-Spiele

4

Publisher: Artipia / Alderac
Designer: Vangelis Bagiartakis

The story teller is called the Arbiter; he reads the story on the
front of the card. The other players are his people and may pose
any questions, but must pose them in a way that the arbiter
can answer with yes or now. The arbiter can give hints or deviate players from totally wrong assumptions. The answer on the
back of the card is the only correct and acceptable solution. This
edition tells 50 black stories about UFO landings, astronauts on
alien planets, of extraterrestrials and Aliens, journeys into other
universes and machines that take over control, a cross section
from SciFi films and series.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

52 cards comprise number cards in four colors and action cards.
You hold five cards; one card begins the discard pile. The active
player puts a card from his hand on the discard pile - number on
identical number or animal on identical animal - or draws a card.
Action cards are played in the same way and then implemented
by the left neighbor - draw one or two cards or pass your turn.
The raven for color change can be played anytime, the next
player must play the color named by the active player. If you are
out of cards, you end the round and receive a crown; with three
crowns, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You prepare your city for the role of Capital. In the dice phase, you
take your five dice off the board one by one, for using location effects,
relocating dice, swap location cards, reactivate location or for pass
for markers for resources or army enhancement. Army strength from
locations is used to attack bandits or locations and resources of other
players. In the In the Building and Trade phase you can built locations
according to available resources or use trade ships. New locations,
defeated bandits and goods export with trade ships give you victory
points. The expansion offers three new locations each for military,
economy, culture and civic as well as a Gold Mine as permanent Commodity location, plus gold tokens. Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Narrative deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

Mau-Mau variant for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Expansion for Dice City for 1-4 players, ages 14+

EINHORN GLITZERGLÜCK FREUNDE-QUARTETT
Publisher: Haba

EXIT - DAS SPIEL DIE VERBOTENE BURG
Publisher: Kosmos
Designers: Inka and Markus Brand

4

MEMO + DOMINO FEUERWEHR
Publisher: Piatnik 2017

4

Unicorns Glitzerglück, Sternenstaub, Wunderblume and Zauberwirbel are playing on clouds and rainbows in Wolkenland.
Each player has a cloud card, 32 cards for 8 quartets are shuffled
and distributed evenly. The active player asks another player for
a card and receives it, if this player has it; the active player has
another turn. If you can lay out a quartet in this way, you receive
a cloud crystal. If you do not get the card you ask for, your turn
ends. When all quartets are laid out, you win with most crystals.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

A group is imprisoned in a room and must get free within 60
minutes, by searching for clues or solving puzzles for keys or
codes for number locks. Depending on the topic you need to
solve additional tasks. You have a decoder disc, a book and an
image of a room with items with symbols. During the game you
might have to fold, paint or destroy components of the game,
so each copy can only be played once. Codes that you found, in
combination with the related symbol, give you solution cards
via the decoder disc, with further instructions. In „Die verbotene
Burg”, you enter an ancient castle and the door of the throne
room shuts behind you ... Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Two classic games in a small, practical box - memo and domino,
both featuring the topic of fire fighters. 36 memo tiles show fire
engines and you play with the familiar standard rules: You can
turn over two tiles and keep a pair that you find; you can continue this until you turn over two different tiles. When all pairs have
been found you win with most. For Domino, there are 45 tiles
with fire engines; each player has seven tiles in hand and places
one of them at the end of the row. If you cannot place a tile, you
must draw one. You win, if you are out of tiles first.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hr hu it ro sk sl sr * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Live Escape Game for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Game collection for 2-6 players, ages 4+

ORLÉANS ORTSKARTEN N° 4

SILHOUETTE DAS WÜRFELSPIEL

Publisher: dlp Games
Designer: Reiner Stockhausen

Three new location cards with a separate rule card in three
languages.
Bourgeois House - Select a bonus - 1 Good, 1 Merchant move, 5
coins or 3 steps on the Development track.
Lock - When you take a Boatman Tile, you can advance on any
track instead of the Boatman Track.
Observatory - Advance to the next star on the Development
Track; coins or Citizen Tiles on cases that you pass through
remain on the track.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

As in a standard Tangram, there are seven wooden, geometrical
shapes, which can be combined into one large square. The
wooden shapes have varying colors and can be combined into
many shapes. There are only two rules: You must use all seven
shapes and the individual shapes cannot overlap. The game features practice puzzles using less than seven tiles, then practice
puzzles using all seven tiles, in color. The next step are shapes
from tiles depicted separately and, finally, the real puzzles in
black without separating lines, in three levels of difficulty. At the
end of the booklet, the solutions are given.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Creative word forming game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Placement puzzle for 1 player, ages 5+

Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Icon explanation
Solo Play

5

As in the basic game you need to combine two silhouettes to
form a word of two parts, e.g. window frame. You either roll all
dice and whoever finds a word first, moves his marker. Or a die
is set aside as one part of the word, the other dice are rolled and
you move if you find a word first. Or players in turn roll all dice
alone and must find four pairs, and you get a bonus step if you
use the 9th die in a three-part-word. In variant 4 players together
form pairs from all dice, an imaginary opponent moves for
unused dice. Variant 5 is played like variant 4, but you only move
for three-part-words.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Supplement for Orléans for 2-4 players, ages 12+
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TANGRAM KIDS

Publisher: Noris Spiele
Designer: Horst Pöppel

Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

